
OUR TRIP DOWN UNDER

Part One:  New Zealand.

New Zealand, Australia and Hawaii



Because of a screw-up with our flights to Auckland, 
we arrived at our ship a day late.  
We took an airport van directly to 

Tauranga, New Zealand..



The port was in a beautiful bay, and we explored 
the coast and the island in the bay.









The one thing that I was 
disappointed about was that 

because of our late arrival, 
we missed our first excursion 

to HOBBITON. 

I really wanted to see that.



At the next port, Napier, N Z, 
we were greeted by the town folks 

dressed in 1930’s costumes. 
This is because after a tsunami destroyed 

the town in the 30’s, it was rebuilt 
in Art Deco style. 

It’s now a tourist attraction 



This was a film showing how Napier was destroyed 
and built up again. 

One part of the city was a lake before the tsunami, 
but the land was pushed up, and built upon.





There was an Aquarium that we visited, 
with great mural on the outside of the building.





Blue penguins swimming and a stuffed Kiwi.
The only live Kiwi we could see was in the 

“night exhibit”, so we couldn’t take a photo.

(Before this trip, I thought Land of the Kiwi, 
was referring to the fuzzy fruit.)



Another museum displayed some 
Moani artifacts.



It was a misty, drizzly day in our next port, 
Wellington, NZ.  

So all we did was walk to an amazing 
museum. 



I was amused when what I thought 
was clever street art. 

But it turned out to be a public toilet.



The highlight of the city
for us, was the amazing 

Te Papa Museum.  

Magnificent wood carvings 
on the idols and canoes. 

The temple was one of the 
most beautiful objects 

I’ve ever seen, 
but I couldn’t take any 

photos of it.





The details of the 
wood carvings on 

the canoes was 
amazing.



I couldn’t take photos of this amazing temple, but here’s 
something from the catalogue.  It was all made of paper.



This guy came over after 
I accidentally took a photo, where 
I shouldn’t and reprimanded me, 

making me delete the photos. 

Then he proceeded to talk to us 
for 20 minutes about his ancestors who 

came over on the canoes to New Zealand.
He still lives in their village and has made 

a documentary on the people.
That is his Facebook page.  

His whole body is covered in tattoos. 



Akaroa, N Z 
was one of the most interesting 
and beautiful places we visited.  



The Maori 
(pronounced “Mary”) 

and Colonial Museum 
was fascinating. 

Lots of Maori artifacts and canoes.





There were several original 
houses of the settlers.

And I got into trouble.



To get to the museum, we had to 
take a treacherous ride in a bus 

over the mountains. 

And BACK again. 



Our guide told us that we would take 
more photos of “The Giant’s House” 

than any other place in New Zealand.
He was right.

Josie Martin is an artist 
(we met her in her house) 

who created this unique and 
fascinating place.







Self Portraits



All the art was created by broken pottery 
(some donated, some purchased) 

into these delightful mosaics.









Landing in our last stop in New Zealand, Dunedin, we were amazed at 
the amount of lumber that was exported.  It seems that the soil is so good, 

that trees grow twice as fast there than anywhere else.



Our primary activity in 
Dunedin was taking this 4 
hour railroad ride through 

the Taieri Gorge.  

We were lucky to be seated 
across from two Canadians, 
Carol and Gerry MacNamera

who turned out to be our 
favorite people on the cruise.



It began in a wonderful 
Victorian Railroad Station.





Dramatic scenery all along the route. 







The end of the line.  
A short break but NO FOOD!

Then back with views from the 
other side of the train.



Leaving New Zealand, we passed the
Fiordland National Park.  

Sadly, the weather allowed us to enter only one 
of the three sounds scheduled, Dusky Sound, 

but it was very dramatic.



We saw many gorgeous waterfalls,
seals on the little island,

porpoises playing along side the ship 
and almost spotted an albatross,

but it was on the other side.



As we left the Dusky Sound, 
the wind grew stronger and stronger.  

So, the captain decided to forgo viewing 
the other two sounds.  

Therefore we left New Zealand.

This began two sea days
(and two time-zone changes)

to get to Australia.

We had the roughest seas I’ve ever 
experienced on a cruise.

Go to the Part Two to view 
our adventures in Australia.


